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Abstract

Identifying sigriificant stmctural  componerits  under  seismic  loading, in particular, in a  probal)ilistic
approach  is of  interest to many  structural engineers.  The first-order second  moment  method  can  be  used

to achieve  this goal by estimating  uncertainty  in the seismic  dernand of  a  structural  system  induced by
capacity  uncertainties  of  each  structural  componeni.  Significant structural componerrts  are those to whioh
the seismic  demand of  the stmcture  is more  sensitive  than it is sensitiye  to other  ones.  The developed
procedure demonstrated by a ductile reinforced  concrete  frame shcFws  that it is computationally  effectiye

and  robust  in terms ofidentifying  significant  structural components.

Introdllction

      Identifying the significant  structural  components  to a  specific  seismic  demand ofthe  structural

system  (referred to as engineering  demmd  parameter, EDP)  is an  important step  ofa  performance-based
earthquake  engineering  (PBEE) methodology.  The quantification of  the importance of  stmctural

cornponerrts  should  consider  the location of  each  individual component  in the system,  the stiflhess

contribution  of  each  component  and  the probahilistic distribution of  the strength  and  deformation
capacities  of  each  structural  component.  IIhis idemification can  be also usefu1  for the decision-making

process, in particular, for the rehahilitation  ofan  existing  stmcture  within  the framework of  PBEE.
In spite of  a  1arge number  of  publications on  probahilistic evaluation  of  structural systems,  e.g.

(Chryssanthopoulos et al. 2000), effbrt of  assessing  the importance of  structural components  on  the
system  perfbrmance is very  rare.  In this study,  the propagation of  uncertainty  in the strength  and

deformation capacities  of  structural compenents  to their structural  system  with respect  to its EDP  is
investigated using  the first-order second  momerrt  (FOSM) method.  The procedure of  evaluating  EDP
sensitivity to individda1 components  is demonstrated  using  a  ductile reinforced  concrete  (RC) frame. EDP
uncertainty  induced by uncertainty  in each  strugtural  component  is used  to identify significant structural

components  of  the case  study  RC  frame to a  specific  EDP.  Sigriificance of-a  structural  component  is
defined in terms ofthe  EDP  sensitivity  where  a  more  sigriificarrt  component  corresponds  to a  higher EDP
sensitivity te this particular componerrt.

Procedure  ef  Identifying Significant Cemponents

      Uncertainties in material  propenies and  the geometry are the major  source  of  capacity

uncertainties  of  the stmctural  componerrt  that partly causes  EDP  uncertainty  ofa  structural system.  In this
study,  the strength  and  deformation capacities  of  a  stmctural  component  are  defined in terrns of  the
moment-curvature  relationship  at critical cross-sections  of  the componeng  namely  at both ends  for beams
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and  colurnns  in a typical RC  frame structure. Ihe stochastic  fiber element  rnodel  (Lee and  Mosalam
2004)  and  OpenSees (McKenna and  Fenves  2001)  are  comhined  to develop probal)ilistic section  models

of  structural  components.  The  computational  model  of  the stmctural  system  is developed by a plastic
hinge model  whose  behavior is dictated by the probal)ilistic section  model.  The FOSM  method  is used  to

compate  EDP  uncertainty  of  the structural system.  Fig. 1 illustrates the procedure ef  the system

evaluation  using  probabilistic section  models  in the context  of  the FOSM  methed  to estimate  EDP
uncertainty.  In this procedure, EDP  unoertainty  induced by uncertainty  in one  of  the structural

componerrts  is a  measure  of  sensitivity of  EDP  to the corresponding  component.  From  this measure,

relative  significance  ofeach  component  to the system  EDP  can  be identified and  ranked  accordingly.
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Figure 1. System  evaluation  procedure using  probal)ilistic section  models  and  FOSM  method.

FOSM  Method

      Let's consider  Y :=  g(X)  of  a  random  vector  × 
=
 [X), X>, ..., X;,]T having the mean  yector  px  

=

[tii, A2, ..., /4,]T and  variance-covariance  matrix  VC[X]. The  first and  second  moment  approximations  of

Y  by the FOSM  method  are  It,asg(p.) and  a,2rN-VTg(X)VC(X)Vg(X)  where

Vg(X)=[Qglat,,[igfax,,...,dgIE)x.]T is the gradient ofg(X)  with respect  to X. In this study,  the

a.2 is sele6ted  as  the sensitivity measure  of  Ywith respect  to X. In this way,  dispersions ofthe  random

varial)les can  be considered,  as well  as the gradients of  the fiJnction with respect  to those random

yariables.  Note that the correlations  ofX  are  considered  in estirnating  ay2 . In this stucly, a  finite element

model  (FEM) is used  as  the method  to develep the fimction g  in the al)ove derivation. Moreover, the

gradients ofg  are  numerically  obiained  using  the finite difference approach.  Mbre  details of  the FOSM
method  and  its application  to EDP  sensitivity  can  be found in (Lee and  Mosalam  2005).

Case  Study: Ductile RC  Frame

      [[he selected  ductile RC  frame, referred  to as  VE,  was  tested by Vecchio  and  Emara  (1992). [[his
frame is a  two-story, one-bay  RC  frame which  consists  of  beams and  colurnns  with  rectangular  cross-

sections,  as  shown  in Fig. 2. Nominal  material  properties are  listed in Tal)le 1 as  well  as  corresponding

probal)ility distribution properties adopted  from various  literatures, e.g. (Mirza et al. 1979).

Probabilistic Section Models  of  Structural Components

      Force boundary condition,s  of  typical structural  components  are  identified according  to the load
setup  consisting  of  the gravity load and  monotonic  1ateral loa(i as shown  in Fig. 3(a). These boundary
conditions  are  the constant  axial load, monotonic  1ateral loaq  and  monotonic  axial loaq  i.e. R,, Rt, and
cxPi,  respectively,  as shown  in Fig. 3(b). It is decided that three typical stryctural compenerrts  can  be
considered  for VE  frarne with analysis  parameters listed in Tal)le 2.
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Design  details of  VE  frame (Vecchio and  Emara 1992) (1 in =  25.4 mm).

Tal)le 1.Nominalmaterial  roertiesandassumed  rdbal)ilidistributions  of  VE  frarne.
Prodw Nominalvalue Mean covg  % Distribution

(a) Concrete
Com  ressive  strena

Initial modulus  ofelasticity

4,350 si

3,9g4 ksi
4,036psi
3,984 ksi

158 NorrnalNormal

bLonitudinalreinforcinsteel
YieldstrenhC 61ksi 60.61ksi 9 Loormal
Ultimatestren 86ksi 86.42ksi 9 Lonormal
Yeung'smodulus 27,900ksi 27,900ksi 3.3 Normal
Ultimatestrain O.07 O.07 20 Normal

(c)Transversereinforcingsteel
Yieldstrenhe 66ksi 65.83ksi 9 Lognormal
Ultimatestren -93ksi 93.86ksi 9 Lonormal
Young'smodulus 27,900ksi 27,900ksi 3.3 Normal
Ultimatestrain O.07 O.07 20 Normal
Corre1ationcoefficientof"and,Cand,and"andareO.8,-O.5,and-O.55,resectivel.gCoefficientofvariation.

Figure3.
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Identifying the typical structural components  by a  linear elastic analysis.

Table2. AnalysisparametersforicalstructuralcomponentsofVEframe.
ComponentP.(kips) a Length(in) Remarks

CN 157.5 1.0(comression) 78,7 RepresentsC2andC4
cs 157.5 -1.0tension 78.7 ReresentsClandC3
BM o.o o.o 137.8 RepresentsB1andB2
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      A  series  of  pushover  analyses  is perfbrmed to develop probabilistic moment-curvature

relationships  at critical cross-sections  of  each  typical stmctural  component  using  OpenSees and  the
stochastic  fiber elemeiit  model  used  to generate OpenSees inputs for Monte  Carlo simulation.  A  set of

moment-curvature  relationships  are  generated and  idealized by trilinear models  (Fig. 4(a)). Fig. 4(b)
shows  the means  of  the idealized momerrt-curvature  re1ation,ships of  the three typical structural

componerrts.  Means, standard  deviations (SD), and  corre1ation  coefficients  of  parameters defining the
momerit-curvature  relationships  are obtained.  COV's  ofthe  moments  (M"1 ag, and  ML) range  from 5%  to

10%, while  those ofthe  curvatures  (pm, n, and  ele) range  from 9%  to 20%.

Figure 4.
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Probal)ilistic momenVcurvature  relationships  at critical cross-sections  ofVE  frarne.

EDP  Sensitivity to Structural Component  Uncertainty

      The FOSM  method  is used  to estimate  the meari  and  standard  deviation of  an. COV  of  EDP  is
used  as a  measure  ofsensitivity  ofEDP  to individua1 stmctural  components.  A  stmctural  component  with
larger correspondmg  COV  of  EDP  is considered  as more  significani  than that with smaller  corresponding

COV  of  EDP. Based on  nonlinear  time history analyses  under  the effect of  ensemble  of  earthquake

records,  the peak ahsolute floor acceleration  (PFA),'the peak  absolute  floor displacement (PFD), and  the
peak interstory drift ratio (IDR) are  selected  as  EDPs.

StructuralModeling

      T[he 2D  computational  model  of  VE  frame is developed using  OpenSees as illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
All structural  componenis  are modeled  by a  plastic hinge as  shown  in Fig. 5(b). The behavior of  each

plastic hinge is dictated by  assigned  moment-curvatuire  relationship.  A  set of20  ground motion  profiles
are used  for nonlinear  time history analyses.

SignificantCross-Sections

      The significance  of  each  cross-section  to the EDPs  at various  IM  Ievels is inyestigated. Each
cross-section  is considered  as a random  variable  and  COVs  of  an  EDP  induced by each  random  yariahle  

'

are compared  to identify relative  significance  ofeach  cross-section.  The relative  signifieance  of  a  cross-

section  is expressed  as the ratio of  its connibution  to EDP  uncertainty  to the contribution  of  al1
components.  Mathematically, the conuibution  ofA  cross-section  is o,2. /a; where  o;  =  Z:.iaJ2 for n
eross-section.
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             Figure5.  0penSeesmodelofVEfrarne.

     Figure 6 shows  meari  relative  contributions  ofcross-sedtions  to EDP  uncertainties.  From  Fig. 6(a),

it is chserved that Sl1 and  S21 are  the most  significant  cross-sections  to PFAi for S. SO.39g.The
significance  of  S61 and  S62 increases as  the IM  level increases, while  that of  S31 and  S32 stays  at
relatively  low level as  the IM  level inereases. From  Fig. 6(b), it is observed  that S11 and  S21 are  the most
significant cross-sections  to PFA2  for S,=O.25g. Similar to PFAi,  significance  of  S61 and  S62 increases as

the IM  leyel increases. Unlike PFAi,  the significance  of  S31  and  S32  PFA2  is not  negligible  and  varies

with the IM  level. Overall observations  ofFigs.  6(c) and  (d) are  almost identical. For al1 IM  levels, S11
and  S21 are  the most  sigriificant  cross-sections  to PFD  uncertainty,  while S31 and  S32  are  the nerct
significant ones,  except  for the case  for S,==O.48g where  S61 and  S62 are equally  significarrt as S31 and
S32. From  Figs. 6(e) and  (O, it is observed  that Sl1 and  S21 are the most  significarrt cross-sections  to
IDR  uncertainty  fbr all  IM  levels. The significance  of  S31 and  S32 to IDR  uncertainty  does not  change

appreciably  as  the IM  level inereases. Moreover,  S31 and  S32 are  the second  significant  cross-seedons  to
DRi  for al1 IM  levels. The significance  of  S61 and  S62 to IDR  uncertainty  increases as  the IM  level
increases up  to SLiK' ).48g and  then decreases thereafter.
Several remarks  can  be made  from the observations  related  to the conditional  sensitivity ofEDPs  to eross-
sections  of  VE  frame. These remarks  can  be smnarized  as  fo11ows: 1) The  significance  of  structural

components  to al1 EDPs  varies  depending on  the IM  level. In panicular, contrlbutions  of  the top level
beam  to al1 EDPs  Vary withn the widest  range  of  al1 stmctural  componerits;  2) at lower IM  levels (i.e.
S. SO.2g),  only  first story  columns  and  first floor beam  are  significarrt  to al1 EDPs  implying  that the

first yielding may  occur  in one  or some  of  these structural  components;  3) both end-sections  ofthe  two
beams and  the bases ofthe  first story  colurrms  are  significant  cross-sections  to all EDPs  at all IM  levels.
Ihis agrees  with the fal1ure mechanism  observed  in the expcriment;  and  4) the bases of  the first story
columns  are  the most  significant  cross-sections  to al1 EDPs  at al1 IM  levels except  for PFA  at higher IM
levels where  the conuibutions  ofthe  two  cross-sections  ofthe  top level bearn are  also significant.

Concluding  Remarks

      A  systematic  approach  of  idendfying significant  stmctural  component  or  cross-sections  using  the
FOSM  method  is developed and  demonstrated by a  ductile RC  frame (referred to as  VE).  Sensitiyity of

EDPs  (i.e. the peak  ahsolute floor acceleration  and  displacement, and  the peak  interstory drift ratio)  to

individual stmctural  components  is estimated  using  the FOSM  method.  Uncertainty in the strength  and

deforrnation oapacities  ofthe  component  is expressed  as  probal)ilistic moment-curvature  relationships  at
critical  cross-sections  of  the component  located at its ends.  EDP  uncertainty  induced by each  structural

component  is used  to deterrnine which  components  are most  significant to the corresponding  EDP.  To
consider  the effect of  uncertainty  in the ground  motion  profile, a set of  20 ground motion  records  are

selected  and  scaled  according  to specified  IM  levels,
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:

For VE  frame, the two  bearns and  the two  first story  columns  are significant  to EDPs  at almost  all IM
levels. In particular, the beam  at Level 1 and  the two  first story  columns  are  more  significant  than any
other  structural  component  to all EDPs  at lower IM  levels implying that the first yielding rnay  occur  in
one  or  more  ofthese  tliree components.  Both end-sections  of  the two  bearns and  the first story column

bases are sigriificant cross-sections  to al1 EDPs  at al1 IM  levels.
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